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Findings from NIH-funded study published in the New England Journal of Medicine underscore the importance of early, intensive treatment. The study focused on complications of youth-onset type 2 ...
New study reveals serious long-term complications in youth-onset type 2 diabetes
Some have proposed that the increase in autonomy when working from home is at least partially responsible for this reduction in stress (Duxbury & Halinski, 2014; Pink, 2009), a topic we will address ...
Healthier at Home
Xiangbo Ruan, Ph.D., is working to unravel the secrets of ribonucleic acid (RNA) to better understand how RNA modifications affect human organs.
Chasing RNA and its Secrets About Diseases
An unlikely collaboration has solved a longstanding snail survival mystery in the Society Islands in French Polynesia.
How Do You Solve an Extinction Mystery? Put a Tiny Computer on a Snail.
Exciting research is underway at the Medical College of Georgia at Augusta University, especially when it comes to genetics. Promising results have already been discovered ...
Promising research for genetic disorders by using gene editing
Networks of no-take marine protected areas (MPAs), where all extractive activities are prohibited, are the most effective tool to directly protect marine ecosystems from destructive and unsustainable ...
How to Meet New Global Targets in the Offshore Realms: Biophysical Guidelines for Offshore Networks of No-Take Marine Protected Areas
When it comes to college, you might associate celebrities with honorary degrees. But fame has not prevented some household names from returning to school to better their education. Meet the VIPs who ...
20 Celebrities Who Completed Their Degree After Hitting Their Big Break
A new Mean Sea Surface (MSS) model called Shandong University of Science and Technology Antarctic Mean Sea Surface model (SDUST_ANT MSS) in the Antarctic Ocean is presented and validated in this paper ...
Construction of the Mean Sea Surface Model Combined HY-2A With DTU18 MSS in the Antarctic Ocean
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
Food contamination is not a new issue; this is why food producers take care to perform risk assessments and to keep their operations as hygienic as possible. But in recent years, the rise of a new ...
Developing Food Testing Techniques To Combat Emerging Contaminants
Castor helped the World Health Organization run a COVID-19 trial and has plans to create simulated patients. It just raised a $45 million Series B.
See the pitch deck a doctor used to sell F-Prime on his vision for an entirely new way of testing experimental drugs and win a $250 million valuation
A study that looked at 10-year outcomes of the Initiative to Maximize Student Development showed that it increased diversity within academic programs and prepared underrepresented students for ...
Initiative to expand Ph.D. student diversity in STEM graduate programs has lasting positive effects
Rwanda’s sovereign wealth fund, Agaciro Development Fund, has new faces, following changes made by a cabinet meeting last week. A total of seven members, were appointed to the portfolio investment ...
FEATURED: Who are the new board members of Agaciro Development Fund?
While everyone’s tuned into the Olympic Games in Japan, Cowen analysts put drugmakers through a pentathlon of their own — and in terms of R&D execution over the last 10 years, Denmark-based Novo ...
Let the games begin: Novo Nordisk takes the gold in Cowen's 'R&D pentathlon'
The craft of nation-building must be accompanied by an effective and believable national myth, in art, as in life.
Ours is a country in desperate need of a better national myth
Despite blackmail, harassment and imprisonment, the writer and broadcaster has refused to back down against pushback from the regime whose malfeasance she’s dedicated to documenting ...
Investigative journalist Khadija Ismayilova pushes through persecution to uncover corruption in Azerbaijan
The elite women’s road race tackled 137km starting from Musashinonomori Park to the Fuji International Speedway, and with two mid-race climbs, it featured a total of 2,692 metres of elevation gain.
5 conclusions from the women's road race at the Olympics
General Secretary of the CPC Central Committee Xi Jinping, who is also Chinese president and chairman of the Central Military Commission, declared in his speech at the ceremony that China had realized ...
Setting out on the Great Rejuvenation
It's hard enough to nab a payday in the media nowadays, but News Corp is giving its employees more hoops to jump through when it comes to their money. This and other tips from the Crikey bunker.
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